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COVID-19 Information
For up-to-date information, visit the Government website

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

Gov.UK Update https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
The government is removing remaining domestic restrictions in England. There are still
steps you can take to reduce the risk of catching and spreading COVID-19
Get vaccinated
Let fresh air in meeting indoors, or meet outside
Consider wearing a face mask in crowded, enclosed spaces
Get tested if you have COVID-19 symptoms and stay at home if positive
Despite restrictions easing outside of the NHS, the NHS continue to ensure the following:
Face mask wearing remains compulsory for all STH staff in all buildings and on all
sites.
All visitors to STH sites must wear face masks in all buildings and undertake an LFD
testing before arrival
1 visitor per patient per day, with no restrictions on the length of the visit. Visitors are
required to contact the ward to make an appointment to visit.

Kirsten Major,
Chief Exec of
STH, pays tribute
to ‘incredible
staff’ who are
helping the
hospital cope
with Omicron
surge (4/1/22)
Click here to
read article

Visit the STH Work Experience
Internet Website for up-to-date
news and Virtual resources
Apply for STH Events for
Young Persons
On-line Application

Work experience Key Contact
Pamela Williams
pamela.williams19@nhs.net
Work Mob: 07974636518

Did you Know
There are over 350 different
patient facing and non-patient
facing NHS careers and
everyone makes a difference to
people's lives every day

Subject to COVID-19 restrictions, we are at the beginning
of making plans to re-start face-to-face work experience
late summer/early autumn 2022. Please be aware, this
may change/cancel at short notice depending on
infection rates and government/senior management
instruction. We are not taking any applications at this
time. Sheffield schools will be advised when students can
begin applying. Work Experience placement is available
to students that attend school/reside within Sheffield,
South Yorkshire, UK.
There will be some changes to our pre-COVID-19
programme and we hope to make these available as
soon as we are able.
In the interim, please be aware that if you intend to apply
to come on Trust sites for work experience or shadowing
visits, you must produce written evidence of:
Mumps, Measles & Rubella (MMR) Vaccination
You will also be asked to complete a Health
Assessment Questionnaire
Live Virtual Events for Years 10-13 students

Visit NHS Health Career Roles

We have added some events to support you with the STH
recruitment process, these are available to Y12/13. These
will be useful for when you are Appling for jobs

Current Apprenticeship Vacancies

Book now for Mar/Apr 2022. May bookings available from
1 April 2022. Please click here for on-line application

Healthcare Science Apprenticeship
Advertising now!!! Click here to view
Administration and Clerical
Apprenticeship
Application 4 -19 Mach 2022
Interviews: 4th May 2022
Start Date: 3 Oct 2022
Advert links: NHSJobs
HealthJobs
Key contact: Glenis Smith
Email: glenis.smith@nhs.net

Date
15 Mar

Time
4-5.15pm

Professional Area
STH Recruitment Support: Person Speciation

28 Mar

4-5.15pm

Nursing & Ward Clerk

20 Apr

4-5.15pm

STH Recruitment Support: Personal Statement

27 Apr

2-3.15pm

Dentist

10 May

4-5.15pm

STH Recruitment Support: Application Form

24 May

2-3.15pm

Communications, Human Resources, Finance

Future Quest and Health Education England - a new website that
enables young people to explore different careers in healthcare.

Interview with CEO of Sheffield Teaching Hospitals – Kirsten Major
Interview conducted November 2021
Interviewed & reported on by Hope & Seina, members of our STH Student Working Group

What does the
role of Chief
Executive
involve?

What are
some
challenging
aspects of
your role?

Well, there are two things - there’s the really obvious, I’m the most senior person in the
organisation, so looking internally, I get to be the ultimate decision maker on a host of
things. It’s very rare that I actually do that, nearly everything we do is in groups. I’ve got an
executive team including a director of finance that keeps me straight on the accounts, so
when I have to sign the 300 sheets of paper at the end of the financial year, it’s on the basis
of his advice rather than me actually going through the accounts with a fine tooth comb. But
I need to know enough to know if I’ve got a corrupt director of finance who’s not telling me
the truth about what’s happening and what’s going on.
I’m kind of a ridiculous generalist. I need to be able to spot in my team if anyone’s
struggling, or actually if what they’re telling me, I’m not seeing elsewhere, or somebody else
is telling me something different. So generally, I rely on all those informal structures of
power rather than that kind of real formal I’m the most senior person in the organisation.
However, sometimes, there are decisions completely reserved for the chief executive, so for
example, the dismissal of any doctor consultant in the organisation, is something that only I
can do. Thankfully I think I’ve only done it once, so it doesn’t come around terribly often.
The other thing I do for the organisation is set the strategic directions, those big decisions
like how are we going to recover from COVID-19? What are we going to do about digitising
healthcare? I consult with others in setting out that clear direction so that we can all get
behind it.

It’s always the people. When people aren’t getting along well and not pulling together in the same direction, that’s
really difficult and particularly if their relationship isn’t good and it’s starting to break down in terms of trust between
one another. Trying to get that back on the right track is really hard and some of that will involve having really difficult
conversations with people, about ‘actually your tone of voice there was really unpleasant, you need to not speak to
people like that’.
So these are some of the most difficult things that you do, but my top-tip would be to never avoid a hard conversation.
You never regret having difficult conversations, but you do regret not having them and I’ve avoided some difficult
conversations in the past and it’s never been a good idea.

I think it depends on what the source of conflict is, sometimes there is an issue that people
genuinely have a fundamental disagreement with so we need to find a solution as that problem
is beyond an individual or teams. So sometimes we put in organisational development types of
support to say guys can we just step back from this and try coolly and rationally to describe what
the issues are and then we will commit to working through them in sequence.
Perhaps a good example of that would be at the moment we’ve got some real difficulties,
particularly post-pandemic around young people presenting when they’re in a mental health
crisis and it’s a very fragile pathway which sometimes comes through our A & E department. It’s
far from ideal, so actually we’ve agreed as a city in terms of STH, Children’s Trust, Council,
primary Care, to sit down and be really clear about what are the problems in this pathway and
what are the different things we could do at every step to make those pathways go more
smoothly than they are presently.
This type of situation is really fraught sometimes, when you’ve got a 17 year old patient in crisis,
people feel really passionate about it and this is a great part of being in the NHS, people do
advocate for their patients and when things don’t go well, that can quickly escalate into being
really quite angry. So trying to de-escalate that anger and acknowledge people’s passion, but
trying to get the passion directed at a creative solution rather than taking lumps out of each
other.

How do
you
handle
conflict?

Continued
on the
next page

How have
relationships
with other
sectors been
strengthened
during COVID

How has
care of the
people of
Sheffield
been
affected as
a result of
COVID?

That’s been fantastic and we absolutely just got around virtual tables and solved problems
and helped each other out. We were able to do a lot of that because of our scale and size, so
when the childrens’ trust was really struggling on staff testing, at the start of the pandemic,
we just opened up our staff testing service to them. When care homes were facing massive
challenges, particularly around PPE, we just gave them PPE. So that was great and it also
made me really thoughtful about just how lucky I am. Whenever there was a tricky question, I
had a really clever person to phone and ask. So, I’d just kind of put myself in the footsteps of
what it’s like if you’re running a care-home. If anybody wanted to know what we were doing
about anything, we would just send them the information. So that was fantastic and really
enjoyable.
I think, to be honest though, one of the things that unlocked, making that possible, was
money was not a question. Normally, in the NHS we’re paid for items of activity that we do as
an NHS provider, so actually, doing activity creates income for us. But during the pandemic,
they just said, all the money you had last year, you’ll just have this year regardless of what
you do. It meant that it didn’t matter if we gave away PPE, or if we tested people for free,
because we weren’t being paid on that basis anymore and they’re thoughtful about changing
the way we’re paid going forward, there’s going to be a mix of both in the future. That would
unlock a lot of conversations as well as the spirit of working together and beating the
pandemic. I Actually think that probably common fear brought a lot of us together in terms of
‘I just don’t know what to do, so I know I need some friends’

Good and bad. So the good stuff is that we have now cared for just under 7000 people who’ve had COVID. Sadly 1100
of those have died, but that does mean that just under 6000 of those have survived, which is great. We have the fourth
best outcomes from COVID in the country, so that’s really good.
Unfortunately, the flip side of COVID, is that lots of people, without COVID, have had their care delayed. Now we are
getting around to their care, it’s perhaps got worse, or their general health has got worse so that having the surgery’s
going to be an even bigger deal than it was before.

There’s also the people that we actively delayed and those that stayed at home and didn’t present with their symptoms,
because they thought the NHS was overwhelmed and they didn’t want to bother us. Clearly some of these individuals
have suffered, whilst waiting at home. Their condition is also less treatable. People are very worried about the number
of individuals with cancer who haven’t presented. We can see, in terms of the number of people diagnosed, that it has
taken a significant drop. That just can’t be possible, so we are worried that when these people do present, they’re
going to have much less treatable cancer, but it’s the same for other diagnoses as well.
It’s a mixed picture. What has been fantastic and we need to cling onto this, is some of the things we’ve learned during
COVID about what we can do differently. For example, consultants seeing patients, on MS Teams rather than bringing
them into hospital, this takes up much less of patients’ time and it’s also better for our car-parking problem and better
for the environment. The NHS is a massive driver of carbon emissions and a big part of that, is that we drag everybody
in to see us.
Gosh, on the presumption that I know 😊. One of the things that doesn’t get said often
enough, but is one of the toughest things and is kind of taken for granted is that you’ve got to
work really hard to be a great leader and it takes time and hard yards. I think one of the
things that I really learned particularly coming into the chief execs post, more so than other
posts in fact, is that you’ve got to be yourself. If you try to project yourself as this leader that
you think the people want, it won’t last very long, people will smell it a mile off if you’re not
being yourself and it’s really exhausting.
Another thing is to be really curious and ask why we do it like that ask why something
happens in order to ensure that you’ve got to the bottom of understanding an issue. Also, a
sense of humour. In some of the darkest times you’ve seen, particularly things around
COVID, you need to use humour quite a lot in the really tough times. Being really passionate
about what you do, because I think it’s only passion that can sustain some of the energy that
you need to have at times.

What
attributes
make a good
leader?

Continued
on the next
page

How do you
advocate for
yourself in
this stressful
role?

Yeah, so you know some of it is really lonely and really tough and you know that being the
ultimate decision maker also means ultimate accountability, so that can feel daunting and
exhausting at times. I think the first thing I do when it feels like that is to acknowledge that it feels
like that and to kind of counsel myself that it will pass, because by and large I absolutely love my
job, but clearly there are moments that I would rather not have, where it is just a complete heart
sink. Clearly, leaning on friends and family is really important, making sure that I do things for
myself and that the weekend isn’t catching up on my work emails, that there are moments of joy.
A lot of people in my organisation advocate physical activities, so loads of people after a tough
day go for a run, go to the gym, cycle home or whatever, actually that's not me; going for a walk
in the woods absolutely, that makes me feel better.

Did you
always have
this career
path in
mind?

The other thing I do is in make stained glass panels, so every Thursday evening I go to a
workshop where the latest unfortunate victim amongst my friends and family get Christmas or
birthday presents made for them 😊. I find that’s really effective in terms of doing something
where it looks different at the end than when you started, because one of the things I find most
frustrating about my job is actually getting to the end of anything is really difficult. You think
you’ve had a really busy day and you've been really productive, but you’ve still got more emails
in your inbox than at the start of the day. So making sure that you find out what makes you get
your perspective back and make sure you pursue it, that’s the important thing I think.

Absolutely not! I did politics and
economics at university because I
wanted to do something on policies or
perhaps working at a think tank or in the
civil service. I stumbled into health
economics because I happened to walk
past a lecturer who suggested a
summer job and then did my masters in
health economics, got into health
economics, and got sucked into
management. I only decided to apply
for the chief execs post two weeks
before the closing date. I had insisted I
don’t want to be chief exec, I wanted to
be a brilliant deputy, but I didn’t want to
be the figurehead of the organisation,
so I absolutely didn’t plan this career
one little bit.
What advice would you
give to students wanting
to get int the NHS and
possibly become a CEO?

What has been
your proudest
moment so far?

It's always helping people to be the best they can be. There’s been a
couple of times in my career when I've inherited members of staff where
I’ve been told they’re not up to it, it’s a capability process next, you need to
manage them out of this position, they’re sickness record is awful etc,
you’ll need to sort it out. A couple of times I’ve just had really frank
conversations with people about what’s going on, is this fixable and how
might we do this together? One of those people have made a really
successful career with NHS England, so I’m really really proud of that. The
flip side of that would be the things I regret most and that’s looking back on
individuals who didn’t thrive and didn’t reach their full potential, that’s been
a real shame.
So yes they would be my biggest achievement I think, especially as chief
executive of eighteen and a half thousand people, hardly anything is about
what I deliver anymore. The longer my career has gone on, it’s all about
how I get others to deliver and help them be the best they can be. That’s
the chief exec’s job in a nutshell.

So there are just myriad routes to this. If this is what you want to do, don't think you have to follow one particular path.
An obvious route that a number of people have used is the graduate management training scheme, but it's not set in
stone, you can kind of come in through junior and middle management posts and work your way up. Make sure you do
a job you like would be my top top advice.
Work with people and organizations that you respect and that inspire you. I've been really lucky to work for some
absolutely fantastic individuals. Occasionally not so fantastic individuals, but they provide as good a learning as the
great ones in terms of the things you know you won't be or do when you get a more senior position. So yeah, work
hard. Be yourself. Do things you love.

Progression within the NHS can take many routes, where you start isn’t necessarily where you’ll finish;
it depends on you as an individual – Read Shelley’s experience
Shelley Greaves - My NHS Career at STH
Before we walk through my journey, I wanted you to know that every move I have made has
been because I have seen or been informed of a job advertised that interested me. I am sure if I
had been more driven, I could have climbed the ladder more quickly, but I have enjoyed every
step and learned some very valuable skills along the way. So here we go!!!

Shelley - start
of career
1993 (above)
to present
(below)

In May 1993, I started work within the NHS as a fixed term, part time Domestic Assistant (pay £6,312
pa) at Lodge Moor Hospital (LMH). My job was predominantly cleaning the Operating Theatre.
LHM closed and I moved to Royal Hallamshire Hospital, becoming a permanent member within
Domestic Services in 1997. (pay scale £6,393.40 - £11,437). In July 2000, I secured the post of
Patient Food Service Supervisor (£12,147 pa), ensuring that high standards of hygiene are always
maintained in areas under my direct control. My career progressed steadily and in 2003, I was
successful at interview for a Grade 6 (£16,545 pa) post, Patient Food Service Manager. Within this
role, I provided leadership and direction to staff working within the Catering Department.
In 2008, I progressed to a Grade 8 (£20,113) post as Personal Safety and Health Training Advisor.
My responsibilities were designing and implementing conflict resolution programmes, in line with
legislative changes. In 2009, I was promoted to Core Learning Facilitator. This was Agenda For
Change (AFC) {a new pay scale} Band 6 (£24,831 pa). In this role, I supported and implemented
Trust-wide core learning programmes across the organisation, such as managing violence and
aggression, moving and handling and implementing the managing stress tool.
In 2014, my role changed to Leadership and Management Facilitator AFC Band 6 (pay scale
£30,764 - £36,644 and in 2019, I secured the position of Workforce Manager, AFC Band 7 (pay
scale £37,570+). This is my current role in which I enable services to proactively and successfully
undertake timely and effective workforce interventions. Ensuring that a service has the right
number of people, with the right skills, in the right place at the right time, doing the right tasks.
So, 28 years later I’m still here - Time really does fly!!
Click here to apply or
for more information

Want to make
a difference?
How about
volunteering?

Volunteer Services

Email
volunteer@sth.nhs.uk
Phone: 0114 2715735

We welcome committed volunteers who want to give their time to the hospitals and help improve patient
experience in a wide variety of roles. With over 500 volunteers across 4 different hospitals and in the community,
we offer a high quality hands on experience as a volunteer. The voluntary services team will work with successful
applicants to ensure they get the most out of their volunteer placement
A wide variety of roles are available, with a range of experiences from hands-on patient interactions to extremely
valuable service provision such as food, drink and clothing. Examples of volunteer roles include: Welcomers,
Active Response Volunteers, Ward Activity Volunteers (Aged 18 years and over for this role) and Outpatient
Department volunteers plus others.
Applicants must be aged over 16 years and be committed to volunteer with us for at least 6 months for a minimum
of 3 hours a week. In return you will receive full training to be a hospital volunteer, a uniform, ID badge and support
to achieve your goals during your time with us. Volunteers must have received their Covid 19 vaccinations.

Look out for our dedicated recruitment for 16 to 18 years old later in 2022
Look out for an interview with a
dietician in our Summer Issue!!!
Available 1 June 2022

